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The suffix automaton (resp. factor automaton) of a finite word w is the minimal
deterministic automaton recognizing the set of suffixes (resp. factors) of w. We study
the relationships between the structure of the suffix and factor automata and classical
combinatorial parameters related to the special factors of w. We derive formulae for the
number of states of these automata.We also characterize the languages LSA and LFA ofwords
having respectively suffix automaton and factor automaton with the minimal possible
number of states.
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1. Introduction
Words are sequences of symbols from a fixed alphabet. They are present in several fields of computer science. Indeed, the
natural operation on words, concatenation, allows one to store a sequence of data in a single word. For example an integer
number, the human genome, or an encyclopedia, can be all represented as a single word over a fixed alphabet.
When a word has been stored, one often wishes to retrieve local information by looking for special kinds of patterns
inside it, for example blocks of consecutive symbols, called factors of the word.
In this context, an important problem is to design a data structure allowing a word to be stored in such a way that it is
possible to find efficiently occurrences of factors. Among the several data structures introduced in the literature there are
the suffix automaton (or suffix DAWG1) and the factor automaton (or factor DAWG).
The suffix automatonof awordw is theminimal deterministic automaton recognizing the language Suff(w)of the suffixes
of w. It allows the search of a factor in time and space linear in the length of the searched factor. Moreover, the suffix
automaton of a wordw can be constructed in time and space linear in the length ofw.
The factor automaton of a word w is the minimal deterministic automaton recognizing the language Fact(w) of the
factors of w. The factor automaton and the suffix automaton are very similar. In fact, one can obtain the factor automaton
of a wordw from the suffix automaton ofw by setting all the states terminal and then minimizing the resulting automaton.
So, in general, the factor automaton of a word has a smaller number of states than the suffix automaton of the same word.
Nevertheless, this difference is negligible in most practical applications.
Suffix and factor automata have been much studied, and several algorithms for their construction have been proposed
[7,10,12]. They have been used for solving different problems, e.g. pattern matching [30,28,29], approximate pattern
✩ Some of the results in this paper were presented at the 3th Conference on Algebraic Informatics, 19–22 May 2009, Thessaloniki, Greece (Fici, 2009)
[18], and at the 13th Mons Theoretical Computer Science Days, 6–10 September 2010, Amiens, France (Fici, 2010) [19].∗ Tel.: +33 492942724.
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1 DAWG is an acronym for Directed Acyclic Word Graph.
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matching [33,23,11],music retrieval [13],word reconstruction [20], spamdetection [27], search of characteristic expressions
in literary works [32], speech recordings alignment [26].
In this paper, we study the relationships between the structure of suffix and factor automata and the combinatorics of
finite words.2 This approach allows on the one hand a deeper understanding of the dependencies of these data structures
on the combinatorics of the word they represent, and, on the other hand, the definition of new classes of words generalizing
existing ones. Indeed, one can wonder what kind of words have a suffix automaton or a factor automaton of minimal
complexity, that is, with the minimal possible number of states. Actually, Berstel and Crochemore proposed the following
problem [5].
Problem 1. Characterize the languages LSA and LFA of words having respectively suffix and factor automaton with the
minimal possible number of states.
It is known that binary words having suffix automaton with the minimal possible number of states (that is, |w| + 1 for a
wordw of length |w|) are exactly the finite prefixes of standard Sturmianwords [31]. What canwe say for words over larger
alphabets? Is there an analogous result for the factor automaton? To answer these questions, and solve then Problem 1, we
analyze the combinatorial properties of the factor and suffix automata. We show that these depend on the special factors
of the word, which are factors appearing within different contexts (the context of a factor is what precedes or follows its
occurrences in the word). Formally, a factor v of w is left special in w if there exist at least two distinct letters a and b such
that av and bv both are factors of w. Analogously, v is right special in w if va and vb both are factors of w. A bispecial factor
ofw is a factor that is at the same time left special and right special inw.
We derive a formula for the number of states of the suffix automaton of a word w, a quantity denoted by |SA(w)|. We
show that
|SA(w)| = |w| + 1+ S l(w)− Pw,
where S l(w) is the number of distinct left special factors ofw, and Pw is the length of the shortest prefix ofw that is not left
special inw (Proposition 4.2).
The situation becomes more complicated for the factor automaton. We make use of the definition of stem of a word [6].
The stem of a word w is the shortest non-empty prefix v of the longest repeated suffix k of w such that v appears as a
prefix of k preceded by letter b and there exists a letter a ≠ b such that all other occurrences of v in w are preceded by a,
whenever such a prefix exists; otherwise stem(w) is undefined.
We give a formula for the number of states of the factor automaton of a wordw, denoted by |FA(w)|. We show that
|FA(w)| = |w| + 1+ S l(w)− Pw − Kw + SKw,
where Kw is the length of the shortest unrepeated suffix ofw and SKw is the length of the stem ofw, if this latter is defined,
or Kw otherwise (Proposition 4.4).
We then deal with the language LSA of words w having suffix automaton with minimal number of states, i.e., such that
|SA(w)| = |w| + 1. We generalize to arbitrary alphabets a property known for binary words: Words in LSA are exactly those
words w whose left special factors appear as prefixes (Theorem 5.1). This implies that the language LSA contains several
known classes of words, e.g. the finite prefixes of standard episturmian words.
In analogy with the binary case, one can define the class LSP of right infinite words whose finite prefixes are the words
in LSA. The LSP words represent thus another generalization of (standard) Sturmian words.
Then, we focus on the case of a binary alphabet. We give a formula for the number of states of the suffix automaton in
this setting (Proposition 6.4), which allows us to derive a novel characterization of binary words in LSA. Indeed, for a binary
wordw one has that S l(w) = |w|−Hw , whereHw is the length of the shortest unrepeated prefix ofw (Lemma 6.2). A binary
wordw belongs then to LSA if and only ifHw+Pw = |w| (Proposition 6.5). This property thus characterizes the finite prefixes
of standard Sturmian words (provided that both the two letters of the alphabet appear in the word).
We conclude the investigation of the binary case by giving a formula for the number of edges |ESA(w)| of the suffix
automaton of w. If G(w) denotes the set of factors of w that are right special prefixes or bispecial factors, then we show in
Proposition 6.6 that
|ESA(w)| = |SA(w)| + |G(w)| − 1.
We then deal with the language LFA of words w having factor automaton with minimal number of states, i.e., such that
|FA(w)| = |w|+1. For a wordw over an arbitrary fixed alphabetΣ , let k be the longest repeated suffix ofw. One can always
write k = uv′, where u is the longest prefix of k that is also a prefix of w (notice that k, u, v′ may be empty). We call v′ the
characteristic suffix ofw. Thus, given a wordw, one can always factorizew asw = w′v′. We prove that the wordw belongs
to LFA if and only if its prefixw′ belongs to LSA (Theorem 7.8).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we fix notation and recall background on combinatorics of words. In
Section 3 we present the suffix automaton and the factor automaton. Section 4 deals with the size (number of states) of
suffix and factor automata. In Section 5 we study the language LSA, and in Section 6 we analyze the binary case. In Section 7
we study the language LFA. Finally, Section 8 collects final remarks and open problems.
2 Several papers explored the relationships between indexing structures and combinatorics of words [25,31,2].
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2. Notation and background
An alphabet, denoted by Σ , is a finite set of symbols. The size of Σ is denoted by |Σ |. A word over Σ is a sequence of
symbols from Σ . The length of a word w is denoted by |w|. The set of all words over Σ is denoted by Σ∗. The empty word
has length zero and is denoted by ε. The set of all words over Σ having length n ≥ 0 is denoted by Σn. A language over Σ
is a subset ofΣ∗. For a finite language Lwe denote by |L| the number of its elements.
Letw = a1a2 · · · an, n > 0, be a non-empty word over the alphabetΣ . Any i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n is called a position ofw,
and the letter ai ∈ Σ is called the letter in position i.
A prefix of w is any word v such that v = ε or v is of the form v = a1a2 · · · ai, with 1 ≤ i ≤ n. A prefix is proper if i < n.
A suffix of w is any word v such that v = ε or v is of the form v = aiai+1 · · · an, with 1 ≤ i ≤ n. A suffix is proper if i > 1. A
factor of w is a prefix of a suffix of w (or, equivalently, a suffix of a prefix of w). Therefore, a factor of w is any word v such
that v = ε or v is of the form v = aiai+1 · · · aj, with 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n.
We denote by Pref(w), Suff(w) and Fact(w), respectively, the set of prefixes, suffixes and factors of the wordw.
The factor complexity of a word w is the function defined by fw(n) = |Fact(w) ∩ Σn|, for every n ≥ 0. Notice that fw(1)
is the number of distinct letters occurring inw. A binary word is a wordw such that fw(1) = 2.
A factor u ofw is left special inw if there exist a, b ∈ Σ , a ≠ b, such that au, bu ∈ Fact(w). A factor u ofw is right special in
w if there exist a, b ∈ Σ , a ≠ b, such thatua, ub ∈ Fact(w). A factoruofw is bispecial inw if it is both left and right special.We
denote by LS(w) (resp. RS(w), BS(w)) the set of left special (resp. right special, bispecial) factors of thewordw.We denote by
S ln(w) (resp. S
r
n(w)) the number of left (resp. right) special factors of length n inw. We denote by S
l(w) (resp. Sr(w)) the total
number of left (resp. right) special factors ofw, i.e., S l(w) =∑n≥0 S ln(w) = |LS(w)| (resp. Sr(w) =∑n≥0 Srn(w) = |RS(w)|).
Since a wordw has exactly one factor of length zero (the empty word ε), one has S l0(w) = Sr0(w) = 1 whenever fw(1) > 1.
Remark. In what follows, unless otherwise specified, we assume that the alphabetΣ has cardinality greater than one.
We will also use the following parameters.
Definition 2.1 ([15]). Letw be a word overΣ . We denote byHw theminimal length of a prefix ofwwhich occurs only once
inw. We denote by Kw the minimal length of a suffix ofw which occurs only once inw.
Definition 2.2 ([15]). Letw be aword overΣ .We denote by Lw theminimal length forwhich there are no left special factors
of that length in w. In other terms, Lw = 1 + max{|v| : v ∈ LS(w)}. Analogously, we denote by Rw the minimal length for
which there are no right special factors of that length inw. In other terms, Rw = 1+max{|v| : v ∈ RS(w)}.
Definition 2.3 ([9]). Letw be a word overΣ . We denote by Pw the minimal length of a prefix ofw which is not left special
inw.
Example 1. Letw = aababab. Then Pw = 2, Lw = Kw = 5 and Hw = Rw = 2.
3. Suffix and factor automata
Let w = a1a2 · · · an, n > 0, be a non-empty word over the alphabet Σ . For any v ∈ Fact(w) we can define the set of
ending positions of v in w. It is the set Endsetw(v) of the positions of w in which an occurrence of v ends. We assume that
Endsetw(ε) = {0, 1, . . . , n}.
Example 2. Letw = aabaab. Then one has Endsetw(ba) = {4}, whereas Endsetw(aab) = Endsetw(ab) = {3, 6}.
In the next proposition we recall some properties of the sets of ending positions (see [12]).
Proposition 3.1. Let u, v ∈ Fact(w). Then one of the three following conditions holds:
1. Endsetw(v) ⊆ Endsetw(u);
2. Endsetw(u) ⊆ Endsetw(v);
3. Endsetw(v) ∩ Endsetw(u) = ∅.
Moreover, if u ∈ Suff(v) then Endsetw(v) ⊆ Endsetw(u). If Endsetw(v) = Endsetw(u) then v ∈ Suff(u) or u ∈ Suff(v).
On the set Fact(w)we can thus define the following equivalence relation, called the end-equivalence on Fact(w):
u ≡SA v ⇐⇒ Endsetw(u) = Endsetw(v).
The set Fact(w) is then partitioned into a finite number of classes with respect to this equivalence. These classes are
called end-equivalence classes.
We denote by [u]SA the end-equivalence class of the factor u. So one has
[u]SA = {v ∈ Fact(w) : ∀z ∈ Σ∗, vz ∈ Suff(w)⇔ uz ∈ Suff(w)}.
In the following propositionwe gather some useful facts about end-equivalence classes, that wewill use inwhat follows.
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Fig. 1. The suffix automaton of the wordw = aabbabb. Terminal states are double circled.
Proposition 3.2. Let [u]SA be an end-equivalence class of factors of the wordw. Then:
1. Two distinct elements in [u]SA cannot have the same length. If v is the longest element in [u]SA, then any other element in [u]SA
is a proper suffix of v.
2. The class [u]SA contains at most one prefix ofw; this prefix is the longest element in [u]SA and we call [u]SA a prefix class.
3. If v ∈ [u]SA is a suffix ofw, then all the elements in [u]SA are suffixes ofw. In this case we call [u]SA a suffix class.
We now recall the definition and the basic properties of the suffix automaton (for more details see, for instance, [12]).
Definition 3.1 ([7,10]). The suffix automaton (or suffix DAWG) of a finite word w is the minimal deterministic automaton
accepting the language Suff(w). It is denoted by SA(w).
The states of the suffix automaton of w are in fact the end-equivalence classes of factors of the word w. For each state
q of SA(w), the elements of the class [uq]SA associated to q are the labeled paths starting at the initial state and ending in
q. There is an edge from the state q to the state q′ of SA(w) labeled by the letter a ∈ Σ if q′ is the state associated to the
end-equivalence class of ua for any u in the end-equivalence class associated to the state q.
Remark. In the definition of the suffix automaton, we do not require that the automaton is complete; that is, we do not
require that there are exactly |Σ | transitions outgoing from each state. This assumption is natural, since one can always
make any deterministic automaton complete by adding an additional state and defining on it all the missing transitions of
the given automaton. Indeed, this would correspond, in terms of classes, to defining the end-equivalence relation on the
whole setΣ∗, obtaining thus one additional degenerated class.
An example of suffix automaton is displayed in Fig. 1.
The size of SA(w), denoted by |SA(w)|, is the number of its states. Therefore, |SA(w)| is the number of end-equivalence
classes of factors ofw.
The following bounds on the size of the suffix automaton are well known [7,12].
Proposition 3.3. Let w be a word over Σ . If |w| = 0 then |SA(w)| = 1; if |w| = 1 then |SA(w)| = 2; if |w| ≥ 2 then
|w| + 1 ≤ |SA(w)| ≤ 2|w| − 1.
We now introduce the factor automaton.
Definition 3.2. Let u ∈ Fact(w). The future of u inw is the set
Futw(u) = {z ∈ Σ∗ : uz ∈ Fact(w)}.
One can define on the set Fact(w) the following equivalence, called the future-equivalence on Fact(w):
u ≡FA v ⇐⇒ Futw(u) = Futw(v).
It isworth noticing that for any u, v ∈ Fact(w), if u ≡SA v then u ≡FA v, but the converse is not always true. As an example,
consider the wordw = ababba. One can check that Futw(b) = Futw(ab). Nevertheless, 5 ∈ Endsetw(b) \ Endsetw(ab).
We denote by [u]FA the future-equivalence class of the factor u. So one has
[u]FA = {v ∈ Fact(w) : ∀z ∈ Σ∗, vz ∈ Fact(w)⇔ uz ∈ Fact(w)}.
Lemma 3.4. Letw be a word overΣ , and let u, v ∈ Fact(w). If u ≡FA v, then u is suffix of v or v is suffix of u. In particular, then,
two distinct factors ofw of the same length cannot have the same future inw.
Proof. Let i, j be, respectively, the ending positions of the first occurrences of u and v in w. Suppose i ≠ j. Without loss of
generality, we can suppose i < j. But thenwi+1 · · ·w|w| cannot belong to the future of v. So i = j, and thus u is suffix of v or
v is suffix of u. 
We now recall the definition and the basic properties of the factor automaton (for more details see, for instance, [12]).
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Fig. 2. The factor automaton of the wordw = aabbabb. All states are terminal.
Definition 3.3 ([7,10]). The factor automaton (or factor DAWG) of a finite word w is the minimal deterministic automaton
that recognizes the languages Fact(w) of the factors ofw. It is denoted by FA(w).
One way to construct the factor automaton of the wordw is the following: First build the suffix automaton SA(w) ofw;
then set all states of SA(w) terminal and then minimize the resulting automaton.
The states of the factor automaton ofw are in fact the future-equivalence classes of factors of the wordw. For each state
q of FA(w), the elements of the class [uq]FA associated to q are the labeled paths starting at the initial state and ending in
q. There is an edge from the state q to the state q′ of FA(w) labeled by the letter a ∈ Σ if q′ is the state associated to the
future-equivalence class of ua for any u in the future-equivalence class associated to the state q.
An example of factor automaton is displayed in Fig. 2. Notice that states 3 and 3′′ and states 4 and 4′′ of SA(w) are
identified.
We denote by |FA(w)| the number of states of the factor automaton of thewordw. Since the factor automaton is obtained
from the suffix automaton byminimization, the number of states of the factor automaton ofw is atmost the number of states
of the suffix automaton ofw. The following bounds on the size of the factor automaton are well known [7,12].
Proposition 3.5. Letw be aword overΣ . If |w| ≤ 2, |FA(w)| = |w|+1. Otherwise |w| ≥ 3 and |w|+1 ≤ |FA(w)| ≤ 2|w|−2.
4. The size of suffix and factor automata
We are interested in counting the number of states of suffix and factor automata. We want to derive a formula that
expresses the number of states of the suffix (resp. factor) automaton of a word w in terms of classical combinatorial
parameters related to the special factors ofw.
Definition 4.1. Let w be a word over Σ . We denote by D(w) the set of factors u of w such that u is not a prefix of w and u
is left special inw.
Proposition 4.1. Letw be a word. Any u ∈ D(w) is the longest element in its end-equivalence class [u]SA. In particular, then, the
elements of D(w) are each in a distinct end-equivalence class.
Proof. By contradiction, suppose that there exists a factor v of w such that v ∈ [u]SA and |v| > |u|. By Proposition 3.2, u is
a proper suffix of v. Let us write v = zau, with z ∈ Σ∗, a ∈ Σ . Since u and v are in the same class, this implies that every
occurrence of u in w is an occurrence of zau, and so u appears in w always preceded by the letter a, against the hypothesis
that u is left special.
Since the longest element of an end-equivalence class is unique (by Proposition 3.2), each element in D(w) is in a distinct
end-equivalence class. 
Proposition 4.2. Let w be a word overΣ such that |w| > 2 and let [u]SA be an end-equivalence class of factors of w. If [u]SA is
not a prefix class, then [u]SA is the class of an element of D(w). Therefore, the suffix automaton ofw has size
|SA(w)| = |w| + 1+ |D(w)| (1)
= |w| + 1+ S l(w)− Pw. (2)
Proof. From Proposition 3.2 we know that each end-equivalence class contains at most one prefix of w, so the prefixes of
w are each in a distinct end-equivalence class. Since a word w has exactly |w| + 1 prefixes, the suffix automaton of w has
|w| + 1 prefix classes. It remains to prove that the number of end-equivalence classes that are not prefix classes is |D(w)|.
Let [u]SA be an end-equivalence class that is not a prefix class, and let u be its (unique) longest element. Thus, by
Proposition 3.2, u is not a prefix of w (and in particular this implies that |u| > 0). So there exists a letter a ∈ Σ such
that au is factor of w. From Proposition 3.1 we have Endsetw(au) ⊆ Endsetw(u). Since we supposed that u is the longest
element in its class, au cannot belong to [u]SA, and so Endsetw(au) ⊂ Endsetw(u). Hence there exists a position i such that
i ∈ Endsetw(u) but i /∈ Endsetw(au). Since u is not a prefix ofw this implies that there exists a letter b ∈ Σ , b ≠ a, such that
bu ∈ Fact(w), and so u is left special inw. That is, u ∈ D(w).
The claim then follows from Proposition 4.1. 
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We now look at the size of the factor automaton. By definition, the number of future-equivalence classes of factors of
a word w is at most the number of end-equivalence classes of factors of w, i.e., |FA(w)| ≤ |SA(w)|. Therefore, we want to
compute the number of end-equivalence classes that are identified in the future-equivalence.
We recall here the definition of stem of a wordw.
Definition 4.2 ([6]). The stem of w, denoted by stem(w), is the shortest non-empty prefix v of the longest repeated suffix
k of w such that v appears as prefix of k preceded by letter b and there exists a letter a ≠ b such that all other occurrences
of v inw are preceded by a, whenever such a prefix exists; otherwise stem(w) is undefined.
Remark. From the definition, it directly follows that stem(w) cannot be a prefix ofw.
Example 3. We have stem(aabbab) = ab, whereas stem(abacbb) is undefined.
Since the end-equivalence is a refinement of the future-equivalence, any future-equivalence class of factors is the union
of one ormore end-equivalence classes. An end-equivalence class [u]SA is therefore said to be redundant if it does not contain
the longest element of [u]FA.
Lemma 4.3 ([6]). Let [u]SA be an end-equivalence class of factors of the word w, and let u be the longest element in [u]SA. Then
[u]SA is redundant if and only if stem(w) is defined, u is a prefix of the longest repeated suffix ofw, and |u| ≥ |stem(w)|.
The previous lemma allows us to derive a formula for the number of states of the factor automaton.
We define:
SK(w) =
|stem(w)| if the stem ofw is defined,
Kw otherwise.
We therefore have the following formula for the size of the factor automaton.
Proposition 4.4. The factor automaton of a wordw has size
|FA(w)| = |w| + 1+ S l(w)− Pw − Kw + SKw.
5. The language LSA
In this section we give a characterization of the language LSA of words w having suffix automaton with exactly |w| + 1
states.
Since any word w has |w| + 1 distinct prefix-classes, LSA is the language of words such that every factor is in the end-
equivalence class of a prefix. Hence, a direct consequence of Proposition 4.2 is the following.
Theorem 5.1. Letw be a word overΣ . Thenw ∈ LSA if and only if every left special factor ofw is a prefix ofw.
The previous result was also obtained by Sciortino and Zamboni [31] with a different approach based on the extensions
of the suffix automaton.
Example 4. The word abc is in LSA, because the only left special factor of abc is the empty word ε. The word abcc is not in
LSA. Indeed, c is a non-prefix left special factor of abcc.
We introduce the following definition.
Definition 5.1. A right infinite wordw over a finite alphabetΣ is LSP if every left special factor ofw is a prefix ofw.
In the case of a binary alphabet, it follows from Theorem 5.1 that the language LSA coincides with the language of prefixes
of standard Sturmian words. Recall that a right infinite binary word w is a Sturmian word if, for every n ≥ 0, w has exactly
n+ 1 distinct factors of length n. A standard Sturmian word is a Sturmian word that is also LSP (for more details on Sturmian
words see, for instance, Chapter 2 of [24]).
A right infinite word is an episturmian word if the set of its factors is closed under reversal and it has at most one left
special factor for each length. A standard episturmian word is an episturmian word that is also LSP [17] (see also [3,4,21] for
more details on episturmian words).
More generally, if in the definition of episturmian word we substitute the reversal operator with any involutory
antimorphism ϑ (i.e., a map ϑ : Σ∗ → Σ∗ such that ϑ(uv) = ϑ(v)ϑ(u) and ϑ ◦ ϑ = id), we obtain a ϑ-episturmian
word [8]. Once again, a standard ϑ-episturmian word is a ϑ-episturmian word which is also LSP.
Remark. Since by definition any standard ϑ-episturmian word is LSP, we have that the language LSA contains the set of
prefixes of any standard ϑ-episturmian word.
The next example shows that there exist LSP words which do not belong to the previous classes of words.
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Example 5. Let
w = abcaababcabcaababcaababcabc · · ·
be the image of the infinite Fibonacci word
f = abaababaabaababaababaabaaba · · ·
under the morphism φ defined by φ(a) = abc , φ(b) = aab. The word w is LSP but contains two right special factors of the
same length (for example a and b). This implies that w cannot be a ϑ-episturmian word for any involutory antimorphism
ϑ; in particular, hence,w cannot be an episturmian word.
From the fact that LSP words contain at most one left special factor for each length we derive the following result.
Lemma 5.2. Letw be a right infinite word over an alphabetΣ of size σ . Ifw is LSP then fw(n) ≤ (σ − 1)n+ 1 for every n ≥ 0.
Proof. By induction on n. For n = 0 the claim holds sincew has only one factor of length 0, namely the empty word ε.
So suppose the claim holds for n > 0. By definition,w has fw(n) distinct factors of length n. Among them there is at most
one, say v, that is left special. So any factor of length n of w different from v extends to the left in a unique way, while v
has at most σ distinct left extensions. This proves that fw(n + 1) ≤ fw(n) − 1 + σ . By induction hypothesis we then have
fw(n+ 1) ≤ (σ − 1)n+ 1− 1+ σ = (σ − 1)(n+ 1)+ 1, and the claim is proved. 
The previous lemma motivates us to give the following definition.
Definition 5.2. A right infinite wordw over an alphabetΣ of size σ is a strict LSP word ifw is LSP and fw(n) = (σ − 1)n+ 1
for every n ≥ 0.
Strict LSP words can be considered as a generalization of standard Arnoux–Rauzy words. Recall that an Arnoux–Rauzy
word (or strict episturmian word) is a right infinite recurrent word w over an alphabet Σ such that w has exactly one left
special factor u and one right special factor v for each length and moreover au and va are factors of w for every a ∈ Σ . A
standard Arnoux–Rauzyword is anArnoux–Rauzyword that is also LSP [1] (see also [3,4,21] formore details onArnoux–Rauzy
words).
6. The case of binary words
For binary words there are some nice characterizations that cannot be extended to the general case.
We now show a property of binary words that underlines the relationship between the length Hw of the shortest
unrepeated prefix ofw and the number S l(w) of distinct left special factors ofw.
The next proposition (which is more or less folklore) shows that there is a close relation between the number of left
special factors of a finite binary word and its factor complexity.
Lemma 6.1. Let w be a binary word. Then S ln(w) = fw(n + 1) − fw(n) if 0 ≤ n < Hw and S ln(w) = fw(n + 1) − fw(n) + 1 if
Hw ≤ n ≤ |w| − 1.
Proof. Let 0 ≤ n < Hw . Among the fw(n) factors of w of length n there are S ln(w) factors that can be extended to the left
with two letters, and fw(n)− S ln(w) factors that can be extended to the left with only one letter. If Hw ≤ n ≤ |w| − 1, there
is one factor (the prefix of w of length n) that cannot be extended to the left by any letter, since it appears in w only as a
prefix.
Thus, the number of factors ofw having length n+1, that is fw(n+1), is equal to 2S ln(w)+fw(n)−S ln(w)when1 ≤ n < Hw ,
while it is equal to 2S ln(w)+ fw(n)− S ln(w)− 1 when Hw ≤ n ≤ |w| − 1. 
The following lemma gives a formula for the number of distinct left special factors of a binary word.
Lemma 6.2. Letw be a binary word. Then the total number of left special factors ofw is S l(w) = |w| − Hw .
Proof. In view of Lemma 6.1 we have
S l(w) =
|w|−1−
i=0
S li(w)
=
Hw−1−
i=0
S li(w)+
|w|−1−
i=Hw
S li(w)
=
Hw−1−
i=0
(fw(i+ 1)− fw(i))+
|w|−1−
i=Hw
(fw(i+ 1)− fw(i)+ 1)
=
|w|−1−
i=0
(fw(i+ 1)− fw(i))+ (|w| − 1− Hw + 1)
= fw(|w|)− fw(0)+ |w| − Hw
= |w| − Hw. 
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Analogous results hold for right special factors. Indeed, we have the following.
Lemma 6.3. Let w be a binary word such that |w| > 2. Then Srn(w) = fw(n + 1) − fw(n) if 0 ≤ n < Kw and Srn(w) =
fw(n+ 1)− fw(n)+ 1 if Kw ≤ n ≤ |w| − 1.
The total number of right special factors ofw is Sr(w) = |w| − Kw .
Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2. In fact, one reaches the result by using a symmetric argument
in which ‘‘right’’ is replaced by ‘‘left’’, and Kw by Hw . 
For a deep study on the combinatorics of finite words over alphabets of arbitrary size see [15].
For binary words we can then express the number of states of the suffix automaton, |SA(w)|, in terms of Hw and Pw .
Indeed, from Theorem 5.1, we directly obtain the following.
Proposition 6.4. Letw be a binary word. Then the number of states of the suffix automaton ofw is given by
|SA(w)| = 2|w| + 1− (Hw + Pw).
The previous result does not hold for words over an arbitrary alphabet. As an example, consider the word w = abbccb.
The set of left special factors ofw that are not prefixes ofw is D(w) = {b, c}. Hence, by Proposition 4.2, one has |SA(w)| = 9.
Nevertheless, Hw = 2 and Pw = 1.
In fact, for words over alphabets larger than two, one only has S l(w) ≤ |w| − Hw [15], and so Lemma 6.2 does not hold
for general alphabets.
As a consequence of Proposition 6.4, we get a novel characterization of the prefixes of standard Sturmian words.
Proposition 6.5. Letw be a binary word. Thenw is a prefix of a standard Sturmian word if and only if |w| = Hw + Pw .
Remark. The previous proposition does not apply to words of the formw = a|w|. Indeed, such a word belongs to the set of
prefixes of standard Sturmian words, but Hw + Pw = |w| + 1.
Another consequence of Proposition 6.4 is that it gives evidence of the fact that the binarywords having suffix automaton
with maximal number of states |SA(w)| = 2|w| − 1 are the wordsw for which Hw and Pw take the minimal possible value,
that is Hw = Pw = 1. These are the words of the formw = ab|w|−1 [12].
To conclude this section, we give a formula for the number of edges |ESA(w)| of the suffix automaton of a binary word.
Proposition 6.6. Letw be a binary word. Let G(w) = (Pref(w) ∩ RS(w)) ∪ BS(w). Then
|ESA(w)| = |SA(w)| + |G(w)| − 1.
Proof. Let q be a state of the suffix automaton. If q is the state corresponding to the class ofw itself then the outgoing degree
of q is 0. Else the outgoing degree of q is either 1 or 2, sincew is a binary word. If it is 2 we call the class corresponding to q
a right special class. It is worth noticing that all the factors in a right special class are right special factors.
Hence, the number of edges of the suffix automaton ofw is |ESA(w)| = |SA(w)| − 1+ |G′(w)|, where G′(w) is the set of
right special classes. So we prove the claim if we show that the sets G(w) and G′(w) are in bijection.
The set of right special classes G′(w) is, trivially, the disjoint union of the set of right special classes which are prefix
classes and the set of ones which are not prefix classes.
We know, by Proposition 3.2, that the longest element of a prefix class is unique and it is a prefix ofw.
By Proposition 4.1, a class which is not a prefix class contains as longest element a left special factor which is not a prefix.
So a right special class which is not a prefix class contains as longest element a bispecial factor ofw.
Moreover, two different bispecial factors cannot share the same class, since two different left special factors cannot do it
(by Proposition 4.1).
Thus, each right special class contains as longest element an element of G(w) and the elements of G(w) are each in a
different class. This proves that G′(w) and G(w) have the same cardinality. 
7. The language LFA
In this section we give a characterization of the language LFA of words w having factor automaton with exactly |w| + 1
states.
Definition 7.1. [31] Let v ∈ Fact(w). We denote by pw(v) the shortest prefix ofw containing an occurrence of v.
Remark. It is easy to see that if v ∈ Fact(w) and v ≡FA p, for some p ∈ Pref(w), then necessarily p = pw(v) (this is obviously
still true if one replaces the future-equivalence with the end-equivalence). Thus, a wordw belongs to LFA if and only if every
factor v ofw has the same future inw as pw(v); that is,w ∈ LFA if and only if for every v ∈ Fact(w), one has v ≡FA pw(v).
Lemma 7.1. Letw be a word over the alphabetΣ . Thenw ∈ LFA if and only if for every v ∈ D(w), one has v ≡FA pw(v).
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Proof. Supposew ∈ LFA. Hence, by the previous remark, for every v ∈ Fact(w), one has v ≡FA pw(v). In particular, then, the
same holds for the factors ofw belonging to D(w).
Conversely, by Proposition 4.2, we have that if v is not in the same end-equivalence class as pw(v), then v ∈ D(w).
Therefore, for every factor v ∈ Fact(w) \ D(w), one has v ≡SA pw(v) and hence v ≡FA pw(v). The statement then follows
from the previous remark. 
We now describe some properties of the words in LFA \ LSA.
Lemma 7.2. Letw ∈ LFA \ LSA. Thenw contains at most one non-prefix left special factor for each length.
Proof. Suppose by contradiction that there exist two distinct non-prefix left special factors u, v such that |u| = |v|. Since u
and v are left special inw, we have au, bu, a′v, b′v ∈ Fact(w), for some letters a, b, a′, b′ ∈ Σ such that a ≠ b and a′ ≠ b′.
Let i1, i2, j1, j2 be, respectively, the ending positions of the first occurrences of au, bu, a′v, b′v inw.
Without loss of generality, we can suppose that the first occurrence of au appears in w before the first occurrence of
bu and that the first occurrence of a′v appears in w before the first occurrence of b′v. We can also suppose that the first
occurrence of au appears inw before the first occurrence of a′v. In other terms, we can suppose that i1 < i2, j1 < j2 and that
i1 < j1.
By Lemma 7.1, u is in the same future-equivalence class as pw(u).
Suppose that i1 < i2 < j1 < j2. We would have wi2+1 . . . wj1 in the future of u (because in the future of bu) but not of
pw(u), since j1 is the ending position of the first occurrence of a′v inw—contradiction.
Suppose that i1 < j1 < i2 < j2. We would havewi2+1 . . . wj2 in the future of u but not of pw(u) for the same argument as
above, again a contradiction.
So we must have i1 < j1 < j2 < i2. But v is in the same future-equivalence class of pw(v), by Lemma 7.1. And we would
havewj2+1 . . . wi2 in the future of v but not of pw(v); that is, reasoning as above, once again a contradiction. 
Lemma 7.3. Let w ∈ LFA \ LSA. Let u be the longest non-prefix left special factor of w, and let a be the letter preceding the first
occurrence of u inw. Then there exists a letter b ≠ a ∈ Σ such that bu is suffix ofw and every non-suffix occurrence of u inw is
preceded by the letter a.
Proof. Let a be the letter preceding the first occurrence of u in w and let x be the letter following the first occurrence of u
in w, i.e., the letter following pw(u). Since u is left special there exists a letter b ≠ a such that bu appears in w. Suppose by
contradiction that bu appears in w followed by a letter y. Clearly, y ≠ x by the hypothesis on the maximality of u. So y is in
the future of u. By Lemma 7.1 this implies that ymust be in the future of pw(u) too, i.e., pw(u)y appears as factor of w, and
hence auy appears as factor ofw. Therefore uywould be a non-prefix left special factor ofw longer than u, in contradiction
with the maximality of u. This proves that umust be a suffix ofw. The argument above also shows that every occurrence of
u inw that is preceded by a letter different from a cannot be extended to the right, and so the claim is proved. 
Lemma 7.4. Letw ∈ LFA \ LSA. Then the longest non-prefix left special factor ofw is the longest repeated suffix ofw.
Proof. The longest non-prefix left special factor v ofw is a suffix ofw by Lemma7.3. Conversely, let k be the longest repeated
suffix of w. If k ≠ v, then v is a proper suffix of k, since v is left special in w and therefore repeats in w. Let b be the letter
preceding the occurrence of v as suffix ofw. Since v is a proper suffix of k, we have that bv is a suffix of k. Since k repeats in
w, so does bv, and this is a contradiction by Lemma 7.3. 
The following proposition summarizes the previous lemmata.
Proposition 7.5. Letw ∈ LFA \ LSA. Let p be the longest left special prefix ofw, and let k be the longest repeated suffix ofw. Then
LS(w) = Pref(p) ∪ Pref(k). In particular, hence, Lw = max(Pw, Kw).
For the right special factors we have the following result.
Lemma 7.6. Let w ∈ LFA \ LSA. Then the longest repeated prefix of w is the longest right special factor of w. In particular, hence,
Rw = Hw .
Proof. Let v be the longest right special factor ofw. We prove that v is a prefix ofw. By contradiction, suppose that v is not
a prefix of w. Let x and a be, respectively, the letters preceding and following the first occurrence of v in w. Since v is right
special inw, there is an occurrence of vb, b ≠ a, inw, and any occurrence of vb cannot be preceded by x, since otherwise xv
would be a right special factor of w longer than v. So xvb cannot be a factor of w. Thus, b is in the future of v but it cannot
be in the future of pw(v). By Lemma 7.1, this is in contradiction with the fact thatw ∈ LFA.
Conversely, let v be the longest repeated prefix ofw. Then, either v is right special inw or v has exactly two occurrences in
w, the first as prefix and the second as suffix. Let us prove that the latter situation is impossible. Since v is a suffix ofw and v
repeats inw, then v is a suffix of k, the longest repeated suffix ofw. By Corollary 7.5, we know that k is the longest non-prefix
left special factor ofw. Therefore, k has at least a second non-prefix occurrence inw and so does v—contradiction. 
Remark. The previous results are not sufficient to characterize the words in LFA \ LSA. As an example, take the word
w = abbaba. The left special factors of w are b and ba, that are also the prefixes of the longest repeated suffix of w.
The right special factors of w are b and ab, that are also the suffixes of the longest repeated prefix of w. Nevertheless,
|FA(w)| = 8 = |w| + 2, and hencew /∈ LFA.
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w u x
☛ ✟k
u y v′
☛ ✟k
u y v′ba✡ ✠
w′
Fig. 3. The proof of Theorem 7.8.
We now give a characterization of the words in LFA showing how these are, essentially, particular extensions on the right
of words in LSA.
Definition 7.2. Letw be a word overΣ . Let k be the longest repeated suffix ofw, and write k = uv′, where u is the longest
prefix of kwhich is also a prefix ofw. We call v′ the characteristic suffix ofw.
Lemma 7.7. Let w be a word over Σ , and let w = w′v′, where v′ is the characteristic suffix of w. Then the longest prefix of w
that belongs to LSA is a prefix ofw′.
Proof. If v′ = ε, then w′ = w and the claim is trivial. So suppose v′ ≠ ε. Let y be the first letter of v′. By contradiction,
suppose that w′y ∈ LSA. Let k = uv′ be the longest repeated suffix of w and let a be the letter preceding the occurrence of
k as suffix of w. Observe that k cannot be a prefix of w since, by definition, u is the longest prefix of k that is also a prefix of
w, and since v′ ≠ ε, one has u ≠ k. Therefore there exists a letter b ≠ a such that bk appears in w. This implies that buy
appears in w′. Since auy appears (as suffix) in w′y, we have that uy is a left special factor of w′y. Since we supposed that
w′ ∈ LSA we have, by Theorem 5.1, that uy is a prefix of w′, and therefore uy is a prefix of w, contradicting the hypothesis
that u is the longest prefix of k that is also a prefix ofw. 
Theorem 7.8. Let w be a word over Σ , and let w = w′v′, where v′ is the characteristic suffix of w. Then w ∈ LFA if and only if
w′ ∈ LSA.
Proof. Suppose first thatw ∈ LSA. We have to prove thatw′ = w, i.e., that v′ = ε. Let k = uv′ be the longest repeated suffix
ofw. If k = ε the claim trivially holds. So suppose k non-empty and let a be the letter preceding the occurrence of k as suffix
ofw. If, by contradiction, v′ ≠ ε, then k is not a prefix ofw, and hence has at least a second non-prefix occurrence inw. This
second occurrence of k inw must be preceded by a letter b ≠ a, since k is the longest repeated suffix ofw. Thus kwould be
a non-prefix left special factor ofw, in contradiction with Theorem 5.1.
Suppose now w ∈ LFA \ LSA. By Corollary 7.5, the non-prefix left special factors of w are exactly the prefixes of k = uv′
that are longer than u. This implies that the wordw′ does not contain non-prefix left special factors. Hence, by Theorem 5.1,
w′ ∈ LSA.
So we proved that ifw ∈ LFA, thenw′ ∈ LSA.
Conversely, suppose that w′ ∈ LSA. If v′ = ε, then w′ = w and so w ∈ LSA ⊂ LFA. So suppose v′ ≠ ε and let y be the first
letter of v′.
By definition, k is the longest repeated suffix of w and u is the longest (proper) prefix of k that is also a prefix of w. So
there exists a letter x ≠ y such that ux is a prefix of w. Let a be the letter preceding the first occurrence of k in w. Then any
non-suffix occurrence of k inw is preceded by a, otherwise uywould be left special inw′, a contradiction since uywould be
a prefix of w′ (by Theorem 5.1) and so a prefix of w. On the other hand, there exists a letter b such that bk is a suffix of w,
with b ≠ a, otherwise akwould be a repeated suffix inw longer than k (Fig. 3).
Let now t be a non-prefix left special factor ofw. We claim that t is a prefix of k longer than u. Let a′ be the letter preceding
the first occurrence of t inw. Consider the first occurrence inw of a factor of kind b′t , for a letter b′ ≠ a′. The factor b′t cannot
be a factor ofw′ sincewe supposedw′ ∈ LSA and so, by Theorem5.1, t would be a prefix ofw′ and hence ofw, a contradiction.
Let i be the starting position of the first occurrence of b′t in w. If i ≥ |w| − |k|, then b′t is a factor of k and hence b′t would
appear in w in a position i′ < i (since k is by hypothesis a repeated suffix of w), against the definition of i. So i < |w| − |k|.
Let j be the ending position of the first occurrence of b′t inw. If j ≤ |w|−|k|+|u|, then b′t would appear as a factor inw′ and
hence it would be a left special factor ofw′; that is, as we saw, a contradiction. So j > |w|−|k|+|u|. Now, if i < |w|−|k|−1,
then buy is a factor of t , and this implies that buy appears as a factor in w′, a contradiction, since ak appears as factor in w′,
and hence uywould be a left special factor ofw′ and so, by Theorem 5.1, a prefix ofw′.
So we proved that t is a prefix of k longer than u.
In order to prove thatw ∈ LFA, it is sufficient to show, by Lemma 7.1, that for any non-prefix left special factor t ofw, one
has t ≡FA pw(t).
Let us write pw(t) = p1p2 · · · pnt . We have two cases.
Case 1. Suppose that t ∈ Fact(w′). We first prove that any occurrence of t as factor of w′ is preceded by p1p2 · · · pn. By
contradiction, suppose that there exists 1 ≤ j ≤ n and a letter x ≠ pj such that xpj+1 · · · pnt is a factor ofw′. Then pj+1 · · · pnt
is a left special factor ofw′. By Theorem5.1, this implies that pj+1 · · · pnt is a prefix ofw′, andhence ofw, against the definition
of pw(t).
We now prove that t cannot occur in w in a position starting before |w| − |k| and ending after |w| − |v′|. Indeed, this
would imply that buy is a factor of t . Since we supposed that t ∈ Fact(w′), we would have buy ∈ Fact(w′); that is, as we
saw, a contradiction.
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This proves that for any z ∈ Σ∗ such that tz ∈ Fact(w), there is an occurrence of tz inw preceded by p1p2 · · · pn. That is,
t and pw(t) have the same future inw.
Case 2. Suppose that t /∈ Fact(w′). In this case the first occurrence of t in w starts in a position smaller than |w| − |k| and
ends in a position greater than |w| − |v′|. This implies that buy is a factor of t . Now observe that the first occurrence of t in
w coincides with the first occurrence of k inw, since if t had an occurrence inw starting before the first occurrence of k, one
would have buy ∈ Fact(w′); that is, as we saw, a contradiction.
Thus, t has exactly two occurrences in w: the first preceded by p1p2 · · · pn (by definition of pw(t)), which is also an
occurrence of k, and the second starting in position |w| − |k|. This proves that for any z ∈ Σ∗ such that tz ∈ Fact(w), there
is an occurrence of tz inw preceded by p1p2 · · · pn. That is, t and pw(t) have the same future inw. 
Example 6. Consider the word w = abcababa ∈ LFA. The longest repeated suffix of w is aba, and the longest prefix of aba
which is also a prefix ofw is ab. Thus v′ = a andw′ = abcabab. We havew′ ∈ LSA, since LS(w′) = Pref(ab) ⊆ Pref(w′).
Example 7. Consider the word w = abaacaaa. The longest repeated suffix of w is aa, and the longest prefix of aa which is
also a prefix ofw is a. Then v′ = a andw′ = abaacaa. We havew /∈ LFA, since a ∈ Futw(aa)\ Futw(abaa) and abaa = pw(aa).
On the other hand we havew′ /∈ LSA since aa is a non-prefix left special factor ofw′.
8. Conclusions and open problems
In this paper we focused on the relationships between the structure of suffix and factor automata and the special factors
of a finite word.
This approach allowed us to derive formulae for the sizes of suffix and factor automata. Moreover, we characterized the
sets LSA and LFA of words having resp. suffix and factor automata with the minimal possible number of states, solving thus
Problem 1 over an arbitrary fixed alphabet.
The characterization of the words in LSA motivated us to define the class of LSP words, that are right infinite words in
which the left special factors appear as prefixes of the word. The class of LSP words contains several known classes of words,
e.g. the standard episturmian words, but a complete characterization of LSP words remains an open problem. In particular,
a characterization of the class of strict LSP words, which is a natural generalization of the class of Arnoux–Rauzy words, can
represent a stimulating challenge in the context of classification of infinite words.
For the factor automaton, we found a combinatorial characterization of the words in LFA. One can wonder whether this
language contains known classes of words, for example finite Sturmian words, trapezoidal words, or rich words.
Recall that finite Sturmian words (or balanced words) are finite factors of Sturmian words [24].
Trapezoidalwords are (finite) binarywords having atmost one left special factor for each length. They are a generalization
of balanced words, since every balanced word is trapezoidal [15,14].
Rich words are words containing the maximal possible number of distinct palindromic factors, that is n + 1 for a word
of length n [22].
It is known that trapezoidal words are rich [16]. The following example shows that there exist words in LFA that are not
rich.
Example 8. Let w = abaababbaa. One can check that w ∈ LFA (for example, by using the characterization in Theorem 7.8).
Nevertheless,w is not rich, since it contains only 10 = |w| distinct palindromic factors.
Thus, LFA intersects both the classes of trapezoidal and rich words, but does not contain them.
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